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July 21st, 2017 

Weekly Market Update 
The week closed with mixed moves in U.S. equity markets after seeing a plethora of earnings reports. 

The S&P 500 Index gained 0.5%, the Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 0.3%, the Nasdaq Composite rose 
1.2% and the Russell 2000 Index of small-cap stocks finished up 0.4%. Outside of the U.S., a proxy for 
developed international markets, the iShares MSCI EAFE exchange-traded fund finished the week 0.5% 
higher while a proxy for emerging markets, the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets exchange-traded fund, 
gained 0.6% on the week.  

The yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury fell 9 basis point to 2.24% while the 2-year U.S. Treasury yield 
fell 1 basis point to 1.34%. Oil prices lost ground during the week, falling 1.3%. Meanwhile, gold was up 
2.2% and the S&P GSCI, which measures the returns on a basket of commodities, fell 0.6%.  

On Monday U.S. markets were largely unchanged as investors were waiting on earnings reports, but 
abroad the British pound fell as round two of Brexit talks began in Brussels. Tuesday was led by strong tech 
gains with the S&P 500 and Nasdaq closing at record highs while the Dow was held down by Goldman 
Sachs’ weak earnings. Markets rose again on Wednesday as tech stocks in the S&P 500 broke past their 
dotcom bubble record and strong earnings came out from Morgan Stanley. On Thursday Apple finished 
lower, falling short of tying its record of ten straight days with gains. The Dow and S&P dropped with Home 
depot leading the way, but the Nasdaq finished higher matching its longest winning streak since February 
2015. The markets closed on Friday slightly lower while oil closed down at almost 3% after reaching a 
seven week high on Thursday. The dollar continued to weaken throughout the week while Gold rebounded 
to June levels.   

The themes in economic data this week were manufacturing and housing. We saw empire state 
manufacturing data and the Philadelphia Fed manufacturing index both come out positive at 9.8 and 19.5 
respectively, with the caveat that they are lagging the forecasted results. Results were lagging due to a 
slowing in new orders, shipments, employment, and work hours. The new orders index fell from a reading of 
25.9 in June to 2.1 in July. The National Association of Home Builders housing sentiment is at an 8 month 
low, down 2 points to 64 from a reading of 66 in June. After declining for 3 straight months home building 
rebounded more than expected with housing starts beating expectations by 60,000 with a reading of 1.22 
million. Pessimistic sentiment has been driven largely from high lumber prices and a low supply of lots and 
labor. Lumber prices have been high since the government imposed a 20% tariff on Canadian softwood 
lumber. 

The euro has hit a two year high against the dollar this week after European Central Bank president 
Mario Draghi's press conference. There has been continuous improvement in euro zone data and Mario 
Draghi hinted at tightening monetary policy. While it is not expected that the ECB will raise rates anytime 
soon, it has been hinted at that they will start to reduce the asset buyback program in September and 
negative deposit rates could be done by the end of 2017. Draghi did mention that if the outlook turns less 
favorable or financial conditions become less promising in their inflation path that the ECB is ready to 
increase the size and duration of their already loose monetary policy.  While it looks like the ECB is following 
the Fed in monetary policy, Australian central bankers came out last week and commented that they do not 
see any reason to follow a global rate hike trend. The Bank of Japan also kept their monetary policy steady, 
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pushing back the timeline for achieving their inflation target. They reinforced their view that they will trail 
behind other central banks in decreasing their large monetary stimulus program. While exports and private 
consumption have seen steady, although modest, growth in Japan the inflation forecasts have been cut as it 
has been a tough road to convince consumers to spend more. 

We continue to hold the view that the current environment is supportive for risk assets with our indicators 
pointing to a low risk of a recession unfolding over the near term. Economic growth abroad has shown signs 
of picking up, corporate earnings continue to recover, inflation remains relatively low, and market sentiment 
has taken on a more cautious tone. Elevated valuations across asset classes and what may be overly 
optimistic earnings estimates for the second-half of the year remain key concerns of ours. We believe a 
faster pace of rate hikes from the Fed and lack of progress towards real corporate tax reform in Washington 
represent other potential challenges for equity markets as we hit the halfway point of 2017. But overall, we 
do not see these challenges sparking a sharp correction given the relatively healthy fundamental backdrop.  

Valuations abroad are more attractive to us than those of U.S. stocks, leaving us to believe there is a 
greater potential for U.S. markets to underperform their non-U.S. counterparts over the near term. We 
expect the abnormally low volatility to pick up in the months ahead and that any near-term pullback in equity 
prices would represent a healthy development that could serve to extend the life of the current bull market. 
With that said, we continue have an international tilt in our dynamic positioning while also favoring corporate 
credit and small-cap stocks. We believe this is consistent with our macroeconomic outlook and assessment 
of the overall environment 

We continue to look for opportunities to shift our dynamic weightings as the environment dictates. 
Regardless of the market’s near-term direction, it is important to remember that setting the appropriate 
strategic asset allocation for your circumstances and risk preferences are important steps to executing your 
financial plan. If you would like to discuss your asset allocation, time horizon, or risk tolerance please 
contact us at 303-470-1209 and we would be happy to address your concerns. We are here to assist you, 
your friends, family or in any way we can.    

Disclosures: 

•    Kummer Financial Strategies, Inc. is an independently registered investment advisor. 

•    Investors should be aware of risk when investing, including potential loss of principal. 

•    Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  Rebalancing, asset allocation or alternative 
strategies may or may not produce positive results. Thank you.   

Performance, economic, and market statistics were provided by Yahoo Finance and Ned Davis 
Research. 


